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Mills MasterClass Cable Sheath
Stripping and Ringing Tool
Product Images Product Code: E70-5001

Short Description

Round Cable Sheath Stripping Tool, for fast stripping and removal of sheath from  power and
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copper/fibre telecom round cables to a depth of 4.75mm (3/16”) ". A small rotating blade accurately
splits the circumference of the jacket, then by flicking a switch, the same blade will rotate 90° and is
used to split the jacket down one side for easy removal.. Replacement blade part number E70-5003.

 

Also known as a sheath stripper

Description

Round Cable Sheath Stripping Tool, for fast stripping and removal of sheath from  power and
copper/fibre telecom round cables to a depth of 4.75mm (3/16”) ". A small rotating blade accurately
splits the circumference of the jacket, then by flicking a switch, the same blade will rotate 90° and is
used to split the jacket down one side for easy removal.. Replacement blade part number E70-5003. Also
known as a sheath stripper

 

  

This is a Mills MasterClass product and therefore benefits from the Mills MasterClass Lifetime
Guarantee.

MasterClass comprises a complete range of high quality tooling which has been developed to meet the
needs of the more discerning telecoms, datacomms, installation and maintenance engineer.
 
Every item in the MasterClass range has been carefully considered for its purpose, ease of use, grip and
appearance to provide tooling and equipment of the very highest  calibre.
 
In fact, the products are manufactured and designed to such a high standard that Mills supply a Lifetime
Guarantee with each product, whereby should the product break under normal use it will be
immediately replaced. For full details on the MasterClass Lifetime Guarantee, click here
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